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Agenda

- Motivation: Autonomous Cyberphysical Systems
- Hardware-software Foundations of Trust
- Counter-cultural COTS Dataflow Computing Zeroizes Network Attack Surfaces
- Systems Engineering
  - Challenges
  - Enhancing SE processes
  - Opportunities
Self-Driving Tanks, Machine Guns and Spacecraft (Theirs and Ours)

The Adversaries that are selling these weapons online are bringing Autonomy to Weapons in EW-Cyber Contested Environments.
Autonomy in EW-Cyber (CEMA)
Land-Sea-Air-Space-Cyberspace
Advanced Persistent Threat (APT)

FireEye APTs
Symantec, IBM
Palo Alto Code 42
Threat Intelligence

Stuxnet 2007

Programmable Logic Controller
Software Layering Exponentiates Cyber Attack Surfaces

7 Layers
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10^7 Attack Surfaces

Operating System (OS)

Virtual Machine (VM)

SandBox

C, C++ Libraries, DLLs

App Languages: Java, Java Virtual Machine (JVM)

Scripting Languages

Perl, Python, Ruby

Protocols: HTTP

Browser: HTML, PHP, JavaScript

CPU/RAM

APT

DevOps

$$$

$10^7$
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Hardware Cyber Hardening

- **Wireless**
  - RF
  - RX
  - TX
  - FPGA

- **Wired**
  - Network
  - I/O DMA
  - CPU Registers /NoC
  - Intel TXT

- **Compute**
  - ROM/RAM
  - Cache
  - Crypto/Signatures

- **Storage**
  - Hard Drive

**Hardware Roots of Trust**

- Trusted Platform Module (TPM)
- TPM
Hardware Cyber Hardening

- Wireless: RF, RX, TX, FPGA
- Wired: Network, I/O, DMA, CPU Registers /NoC, Intel TXT, TPM
- Compute: DoD Chips, ROM/RAM, Cache, Crypto/Signatures
- Storage: Hard Drive

Hardware Roots of Trust: TCORE
Protecting COTS CPUs is Impossible

\textit{COTS von Neumann Stored-program CPU Architecture Cannot Be Guaranteed Safe()}

\begin{align*}
\text{Unsafe}(\{R\}) & \quad \text{Mon}(1) & \quad \text{Mon}(2) & \quad \ldots & \quad \text{Mon}(j) & \quad \text{Mon}(j+1) \\
\text{Safe}(\{R\}) & \quad \ldots
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\text{Power Set of } \text{Safe}(\{R\}) & \text{ is not decidable } \Rightarrow \text{Monitor}(R_j) \text{ can never be complete} \\
\text{Hackers [Erickson] “Bits are bits”}
\end{align*}
Pure Dataflow Pipeline Safe Alternative

**COTS/GOTS**

150 Watts, 100k CVE

**“Pure” Dataflow**

40 Watts, 0 CVE
Pure Dataflow Web Server 2014-2020

Web Server Machine

www.hackprooftechnologies.com

Xilinx FPGA (1/4 of chip)
Pure Dataflow COTS
Trustworthy Autonomous Systems

Value Chain

- Script
- GUI, DB
- Libraries
- OS
- CPU

Networked FPGA-based Microservices

Time
Trustworthy Autonomous Systems

Networking Autonomous Swarms
5G vs. 4G

- E2E Latency (ms)
- Device Density (Devices/Km²)
- Data Rate (Speed - Mbps)
- E2E Reliability (%)
- Capacity (Mbps/m²)
- Availability (%)
- Broadband Connectivity (Peak demand - Gbit/s)
- Mobility (Km/h)
5G Network Slicing

Enhanced Mobile Broad Band (eMBB)

Ultra Reliable Low Latency Comms (uRLLC)

Massive Machine-Type Comms (mMTC)

Physical Infrastructure
Autonomy Enablers from 5G

Source: Financial Times, December 12, 2018
Orchestrating 5G for Trustworthy Autonomous System of Systems

TN – Transport Networks  CN-Core Network; VINNI – Virtual Network  
DCO Defensive Cyber Operations;  MEC – Mobile Edge Computing
Systems Engineering Challenges

- Pure Dataflow (No CPU/OS) is Counter-cultural
  - CPUs are OK at design time, but not at runtime
  - DirectStream data plane / control plane / antitamper
  - DoD could support the nascent dataflow ecosystem

- Systems Engineers Should “Require”
  - Entity Self-awareness
  - Domain specifications for domain-based
  - Hardware-based Machine DNA
  - Hardware self-checking

- Systems Engineer Multisensory Awareness
  - Dead reckoning, visual awareness, GPS
    - Makes GPS spoofing much more difficult
  - Apply to mission-critical requirements
Systems Engineering for Trustworthy Autonomy

- Functions
  - Enduring ("requirements")
  - Self-aware, user-aware, social animal

- Component Specifications
  - Hardware: sub-Turing, self sensing & limiting
  - Software: dataflow cross-compilers

- Design Rules
  - Allocate functions to components
  - Require clarity (IETF)
  - Require practical modularity
    - “Structured Design” ↔ Microservices
Systems Engineering Opportunities

- Demonstrate Trustworthy Autonomous Systems
  - Autonomous cell phone would
    - Know who you are and what you do
    - Assist you with mobility, banking, fitness, health
    - *Would NOT tell the network* or anybody else
  - Define OODA-loop architectures for $\Sigma$ AI/ML
- Global collaboration?
- SERC Research Directions?
  - Discussion
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Thank you for joining us!

Please check back on the SERC website for today’s recording and future SERC Talks information.

Subscribe and follow SERC on our social channels: